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ABSTRACT
Author: Liu, Quan. MSME
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Developing Rich Haptic Key-click Feedback
Major Professor: Hong Z. Tan
Three studies were conducted in an attempt to develop distinctive haptic key-click
feedback. Study 1 investigated the perceptual dimensions associated with manual key clicks, with
the goal of developing realistic haptic key-click feedback signals for virtual keys. We first
harvested eight adjective pairs for describing the haptic feel of button and key presses from native
English speakers. We then conducted a multidimensional scaling (MDS) experiment where
participants provided adjective ratings and grouping data for twenty-three buttons and keys. An
MDS analysis of the grouping data led to either a two-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensional (3D) solution. By projecting adjective ratings onto the MDS solution spaces, we found the 2-D
perceptual space to be an adequate representation of human perception of manual key clicks. The
two perceptual dimensions are determined to be shallow-deep and rough-smooth. Study 2
correlated the physical parameters measured from manual key clicks to the two perceptual
dimensions of shallow-deep and rough-smooth. We projected all 23 keys in the MDS space onto
the perceptual dimensions and obtained a perceptual score for each key on each perceptual
dimension. We then generated a database of force and acceleration measurement profiles recorded
from key clicks. After correlating the parameters extracted from these profiles and the two
perceptual dimensions, we found that actuation force of key clicks and the duration of a key click
acceleration profile correlate to the shallow-deep dimension, with large force and short duration
contributing to the perception of deep. For the rough-smooth dimension, high peak acceleration
attributed to the perceptual of rough. Study 3 used findings from Studies 1 and 2 as the guidelines
for designing virtual key click signals varying in peak acceleration and duration. A cellphone
mockup prototype was provided by the project sponsor that showcases the various key click
sensations achievable by pressing a virtual Home button. We examined the distinctiveness of our
designed signals by conducting an absolute identification (AI) experiment where participants were
asked to identify 3 intensity levels and 3 duration levels. For the 3 participants involved in our
pilot study, we estimated the channel capacity to be approximate 3 items for our designed signals.

1

1. INTRODUCTION

Our study was motivated by the revolution of mobile devices and the development of haptic
feedback effects associated with it. A large collection of distinct vibrotactile feedback signals,
referred to as vibrotactile icons or “tactons,” have been developed [1], [2], [3]. Haptic interaction
is expected to be the next feature for interfaces in mobile and wearable devices [36], [40]. The
interest in designing convincing haptic effects continues to grow among major mobile phone
makers including Apple, Samsung and others. These companies’ continuous endeavor in
implementing new haptic features to their products calls for general guidelines and benchmarks in
virtual key-click signal design, especially what parameters contribute to the overall quality of the
designed signal and how these parameters impact human perception of key-click feedback.
The objective of this dissertation is to find the right way to design and evaluate haptic keyclick effects for simulating virtual key-click effects on zero-travel surfaces. We aim to specify
quantitative, engineering requirements for designing distinctive key-click feedback and to develop
methodology for the design and evaluation of such effects.
We followed a systematic approach in achieving the right methodology for psychophysical
study and for designing compelling key-click effects. First, we investigated the perceptual
dimensions for key-clicks and discovered the key perceptual features contributing to haptic keyclick feedback. We used multidimensional scaling (MDS), a method that has been commonly used
in psychophysical studies [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [37], [39]. Secondly, we collected physical
measurements for a set of common keys, including phone buttons, keyboards keys, tactile switches,
etc. Force and acceleration profile data in the time domain were recorded with FSR and
accelerometer, respectively. We then extracted important physical parameters from the key-click
profiles, including amplitude, frequency, duration, maximum force, etc. These physical parameters
were then correlated with the perceptual dimensions discovered from MDS. Lastly, we designed a
set of simulated key-click signals using the physical parameters most correlated with the perceptual
dimensions. At this point, we should have had developed a good intuition about ways that various
key-click sensations can be created. The signals we designed were validated by absolute
identification (AI) experiments where participants were asked to identify key-click feedback
signals in isolation. The results indicated the maximum number of distinctive key-click sensations
that could be achieved.
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The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the fundamental
work in the field of haptics research. Chapter 3 presents the discovery of two perceptual
dimensions related to manual key clicks. The materials included in the chapter has appeared in the
proceedings of the Haptics Symposium 2018 [11]. Chapter 4 illustrates a series of analyses in
mapping physical parameters to perceptual dimensions. Chapter 5 discusses the implementation
of the important physical parameters found in chapter 4 in virtual key-click signal design. The
chapter ends with a series of absolute identification experiments with roving-backgrounds in
evaluating the effectiveness of signal design. The thesis ends with future work and conclusions in
chapter 6. Related preliminary studies in establishing the scope of this thesis are summarized in
chapter 7 appendix.
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2. BACKGROUND

This chapter reviews the general backgrounds for the issues concerning this thesis. Three topics
are discussed – (1) haptic key-click feedback development, (2) perceptual dimensionality study
and multidimensional scaling (MDS) paradigm, and (3) absolute identification experiment,
information transfer and channel capacity.

Haptic Key-click Feedback Development
Despite the rapid development of keyboard keys and switches, there is no standard way of
classifying keys, buttons and switches. A common way of characterizing a keyboard key is by its
force vs. displacement profile as specified by the ISO standard TS 9241-411:2012 [12]. Keyboard
key design has evolved over time and the latest invention is the butterfly mechanism by Apple
aiming to reduce key travel distance and improve stability.
Empirically, ergonomic keyboards with satisfying typing experience produce a keystroke
travel of approximately 3.5 to 4 mm with a typical actuation point at around 2 mm. Driven by
compactness, modern keyboards have shortened key travel by innovating new key-press
mechanisms. For example, the 12-inch MacBook Retina 2015 debuted its patented butterfly
mechanism that replaced the traditional scissors mechanism to drastically reduce key travel to
around 1 mm while improving stability [13].

Fig. 2.1: Scissor Mechanism vs Butterfly Mechanism
(https://vulcanpost.com/238331/a-week-with-the-12-inch-macbook/, accessed on Mar
15, 2017).
Apple MacBook Design (http://www.apple.com/macbook/design/) introduces the patented
butterfly mechanism as follows:
“Traditional keyboards use a scissor mechanism, which tends to wobble around the edges.
This creates a lack of precision when you strike anywhere except the center of the key. We needed
to reduce key wobbling for a keyboard this thin; otherwise, striking a key off-center could result
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in the keycap hitting bottom before a keystroke registers. So, we designed a unique butterfly
mechanism, which is wider than the scissor mechanism and has a single assembly made from a
stiffer material — allowing for a more stable, responsive key that takes up less vertical space. This
innovative design improves stability, uniformity, and control — no matter where you press on the
key.”
The statement highlights 3 main improvements that come with the butterfly mechanism
design: more stable key click motion, less vertical travel distance required and wider frame. This
is consistent with what was announced during the “Apple Special Event 2015 - MacBook
Introduction”, when the new MacBook Keyboard Keys with butterfly mechanism are claimed to
be: 4x more stable, 40% thinner and 17% larger key cap. This innovative design causes a difference
in user’s typing experience.

Fig. 2.2: Typing on Scissor Mechanism (left) and typing on Butterfly
Mechanism (right) (https://www.keychatter.com/2015/03/09/newbutterfly-keyboard-switch-in-next-gen-apple-macbooks/, accessed on Mar
15, 2017).
The details of the butterfly mechanism can be seen from the exploded view of the key
assembly.

Fig. 2.3: Exploded view of key assembly (http://www.gsm-info.org/news/recap-ofapple-s-spring-forward-event_144.html, accessed on Mar 15, 2017).
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The two outer pins of the butterfly mechanism are coupled with the keycap and the inner
pins (not seen in Fig. 2.3) are coupled with the support structure. When the key is being pressed,
the butterfly wings flatten, allowing the keycap to contact the stainless-steel dome switch. When
downward pressure is released, the butterfly wings returns to their normal shape, pushing the
keycap back to its starting position.
The 2016 MacBook Pro (13 and 15-inch, with or without touch bar) continues with the
butterfly mechanism on the keyboard keys. In the second-generation butterfly mechanism, keys
are taller at the edges making them easier to find by feel. The metal dome is heftier and mounted
to the keycap. A staff from AppleInsider [19] did a comparison review between 1st-gen and 2ndgen butterfly keys and claimed a few improvements in the 2nd-gen butterfly keys as follows: (1)
are wider and concave, which improves feel and accuracy; (2) are much more clicky and also
louder; (3) allowed the user to type faster (1st-gen: 73 words-per-minute; 2nd-gen: 81 words-perminute). Yet the short travel distance of the keys on the MacBook is still somewhat criticized for
a lack of typing comfort. Different from the MacBook keyboard which stressed compactness, other
keyboard manufacturers still value a satisfying tactile feedback to a great extent. Because a great
typing experience of a keyboard is highly demanded by computer gamers, Cherry MX designers
experimented with different designs of the keys in varying both the actuation force and the tactile
point of the mechanical switch.
As moving keys start to disappear due to the desire to make devices thinner, there is the
need to reproduce some of its features such as stability, tactility and sound via designed feedback
signals. Since we can’t reproduce the physical parameters (i.e., a flat screen will by definition have
no moving parts), it is important to approach the problem of simulating haptic sensations from a
perceptual perspective . Many researchers try to capture key characteristics from a human-centered
or perceptual perspective. Some evaluate the soft or light touch of keyboards with the term
“tactility” [14]. On the other hand, Weir et al. proposed the idea of a “haptic profile” to capture
the perceptual aspects of three switches that felt “clicky”, “smooth” and “mushy” [15]. In addition
to the usual force vs. position plot, they also used the force vs. velocity and position vs. velocity
plots to demonstrate the differences among the switches they studied. Sunjun et al. designed and
evaluated the haptic feedback design for a virtual button based on the force-displacement curve of
a physical button [38]. Tashiro et al. discussed the different force vs. stroke changes due to a finger
pushing a button and the buckling and rapid restitution of the dome top of the button but did not
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go as far as categorizing buttons based on these characteristics [16]. Kim et al. explored the
feasibility of localizing tactile feedback on a virtual keyboard [41]. With actual displacement
diminishing or disappearing in virtual keys and buttons, the ISO standards and any displacementbased physical characterization of key presses need to be updated and revised.
The interest in designing convincing haptic effects continues to grow among major mobile
phone makers. Apple’s iPhone 8 virtual Home button is arguably a solid upgrade from the iPhone
7 in terms of distinctiveness in 3 Home button-click settings. Samsung's flagship smartphone
Galaxy S8 uses new 3-D Force Touch technology similar to Apple's Force Touch for a new 'virtual
home button' that appears at the bottom of the display [17]. Other companies have experimented
shifting the trigger for haptic feedback from the main display to the side of the phone. HTC first
introduced the idea of squeezing a phone to trigger a reaction. Most recently, Google has added
this feature known as the “Active Edge” to its Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL [18]. These companies’
continuous endeavor in implementing new haptic features to their products calls for general
guidelines and benchmarks in virtual key click signal design, especially what parameters
contribute to the overall quality of the designed signal and how these parameters impact human
perception of key click feedback.

Perceptual Dimensionality Study and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) Paradigm
Perceptual dimensionality is related to, but not necessarily identical to, physical
dimensionality. Take the perception of color for example. Although there are a large number of
distinct colors, they are often perceived in three dimensions: hue, saturation, and brightness. Hue
refers to the color of the light. Saturation refers to the purity of the light. Brightness refers to the
amount of light present. Like color, most real-world stimuli are complex and multidimensional.
To determine the perceptual dimensionality associated with them, researchers adopt one of the
common methodologies called multidimensional scaling (MDS). Hollins et al. [4] used MDS on
17 texture samples to discover two clear dimensions and possibly a third dimension related to
texture perception. They then did an in-depth analysis of inter-subject differences based on the
same MDS study [5]. Hwang [7] et al. conducted two experiments to explore the perceptual space
and adjective rating of sinusoidal vibrations perceived via mobile device and found several
adjective pairs accounting for the distributions of vibration points in the perceptual space. In recent
years, Wu et al. [10] studied the perception characteristics of haptic texture by multidimensional
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scaling. They aimed to quantify the effects of the simulation parameters on haptic texture rendering
and perception affected by the physical factors such as stiffness and spatial period. Another
dimension-reduction technique that is similar to MDS is principle component analysis (PCA). For
instance, Drewing et al. [20] explored a representative set of 47 solid, fluid and granular materials
and rated them according to a list of 32 attributes using principal component analysis (PCA). They
extracted six dimensions: Fluidity, Roughness, Deformability, Fibrousness, Heaviness, and
Granularity that explained 88% variance.
The method of multidimensional scaling intends to uncover the underlying dimensionality
associated with a stimulus set. Since the dimensions are not entirely known initially, pilot studies
are usually conducted to explore the adjectives people use to describe each stimulus. Then, the
main experiment is carried on in two phases.
Phase 1 is sometimes referred to as the similarity judgment. In many perception studies, this
phase was done by generating all possible pairings and asking participants to rate the difference
between every single pairing. As you could imagine, the number of pairings can be huge for a
large stimulus set which leads to a prolong experiment procedure. A less time-consuming
alternative method is to ask participant to group stimuli into several subgroups based on their
perceptual similarity. The grouping will lead to co-occurrence matrix whose entries are similarity
scores ranging from 0 to 1. A similarity score is the ratio of the number of participants who places
these 2 stimuli in the same group, divided by the total number of participants. The similarity matrix
can then be subtracted from the unity matrix to get the dissimilarity matrix. The dissimilarity
matrix can then be to the statistical analysis software such as SAS for Multidimensional scaling
(MDS) analysis. SAS first outputs the Kruskal’s stress plot. This plot shows the residual errors
between the dissimilarity matrix and the MDS solutions for increasing number of dimensions.
Conventionally, the optimal MDS solution dimensionality was chosen at the “elbow” point where
the decreasing of residual errors has slowed down. Suppose the optimal MDS solution is found to
be 2, a 2-dimension solution along with all stimuli can be plotted. In this plot, the similarity
between stimuli is indicated by relative distance. The closer the stimuli, the more similar they were
perceived to be. More importantly, coordinates X and Y for every stimulus are also outputted by
SAS. The coordinates are translation and rotation invariant, and hence not unique. The MDS
solutions can be rotated without affecting the Kruskal’s stress. This provides an opportunity for us
to seek meaning of the two dimensions, using the technique described in Phase 2 below.
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Phase 2 is often referred to as adjective rating in which participants are asked to score (for
example, give a number from 0 to 100 for the stimulus) each stimulus on the attributes determined
in the pilot study, represented by adjective antonym pairs. In the end, an adjective rating matrix
can be generated with rows representing stimuli and columns represent adjectives pairs. Each cell
entry represents the average rating for a stimulus among all participants on its corresponding
adjective scale.
Here is when the results from two phases come together. The vectors of X and Y are treated
as independent variables for regression analysis. On the other hand, each column of the adjective
rating matrix is treated as a dependent variable. Outputs from the analysis are two standardized
regression coefficients a and b, and coefficient of determination R2. We could repeat the same
analysis for all adjectives. Finally, these adjective rating scales were projected onto the MDS
solution space as straight lines. The orientation of each line was represented by its vector (a, b)
and the length of the line is proportional to its R2 value.
We then looked for pairs of adjective rating scales with relatively high R 2 values and are
almost orthogonal to each other. These adjective pairs are then deemed to be likely the perceptual
dimensions for manual key clicks. A high goodness of fit value R2 ensures that perceptual
dimensions are well represented by the corresponding adjective pairs. Orthogonality is important
because we hoped to obtain two independent perceptual dimensions not interfering each other. In
a sense, these two dimensions will form a new coordinate for the stimuli.
The purpose of the two phases can be summarized as follows. Similarity judgment allows
us to construct an MDS solution that contains all stimuli, while adjective ratings give an
independent measure to seek meanings of the dimensions in MDS analysis. The order of the two
phases is not necessarily fixed. We have consulted Hollins for this study and decided to do
adjective rating phase first because our goal was to “condition” the participants to perform
similarity judgment with pre-determined criteria.
Along with its popularity come some disadvantages. First, the experiment may take a long
time to run if the stimulus set is huge. Second, subjective opinions of adjectives are usually fixed
and if the final chosen word does not agree with participants’ language usages, the experiment is
compromised. Third, the statistics analysis may lead to non-existing perceptual dimensions.
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Absolute Identification Experiment, Information Transfer and Channel Capacity
One way to determine the effectiveness of virtual key-click simulation is to study the
distinctiveness of these different simulations. The distinctiveness can be quantified with absolute
identification experiment.
The goal of an absolute identification (AI) experiment is to determine how well the
participant distinguishes the stimulus alternatives. The result of the absolute identification
experiment is usually tabulated in a confusion matrix. From the confusion matrix, information
transfer can be calculated in order to estimate the maximum number of stimulus alternatives
identifiable. An absolute identification (AI) experiment can be used to validate the design of a
stimulus set, such as a set of gray scales or a set of signals varying in amplitude and frequency.
In an absolute identification experiment, there are n stimuli Si and n responses Rj. For each
Si presented, the participant needs to respond with an Rj. The presentation of each stimuli is
randomized with an equal probability, called randomization with replacement. This method has
the advantage over the other method (randomization without replacement) in that the stimulus
uncertainty remains the same for all trials. As for the total number of trials, Miller [21] stated
that for a total of k stimuli in one dimension, 5k2 trials should be collected, if possible. The
experimental results are tabulated in the form of a stimulus‐response confusion matrix with rows
corresponding to stimuli and columns responses. A sample can be seen as Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: S-R Confusion Matrix (e.g., k = 5) – yellow cell: number of times the joint event (S3,
R4) occurred; green cell: number of times S2 was presented; blue cell: number of times R5 was
called.
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Sum

S1

14

3

2

0

1

20

S2

0

13

2

3

1

19

S3

4

3

11

1

0

19

S4

2

0

2

15

1

20

S5

5

3

2

0

12

22

Sum

25

22

19

19

15

100
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Information transfer, a measurement in terms of the reduction of uncertainty, can be
calculated from a confusion matrix such as Table 2.1. In the matrix, the entry in row i and
column j indicates the amount of times Si is identified as Rj. Afterwards the information transfer
(IT) in bits can be estimated as follows:
𝑘

𝑘

𝐼𝑇 = ∑ ∑(
𝑗=1 𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑛
)𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (
)
𝑛
𝑛𝑖 ∙ 𝑛𝑗

(2.1)

where i and j are the indices of stimuli and responses, respectively. k is the number of stimulus
alternatives and n is the total number of trials. nij is the number of times stimulus i is called response
j. ni is the total number of times i is presented. nj is the total number of times j is called.
Information transfer is measured in the unit of bits. Channel capacity is simply calculated
to be 2IT, which can be interpreted as the number of alternatives that can be correctly identified.
Miller [22] proposed the “magic number” of 7±2, derived from an information transfer range of
2.3 to 3.2 bits. The magic number summarizes the typical channel capacity for uni-dimensional
stimuli, in which only one physical variable (target) in manipulated to form the stimulus set with
other physical variables (background) held constant or randomized. The magic number theory does
not hold for multi-dimensional stimuli. In such case, Rabinowitz et al. [23] conducted an
experiment in identifying stimuli set varied in vibratory intensity, frequency and contact area. In
their study, they confirmed that an increase in dimension led to higher information transfer and
were able to find out that identification performance was most affected by intensity and least
affected by contact area. Due to the large number of stimulus alternatives, the trials required to
perform the absolute identification experiment was also huge. In an effort to reduce trial number
when a large set of stimuli are involved, Durlach et al. [24] introduced the additivity law, which
states that the information transfer for a multi-dimensional case can be calculated by summing up
the information transfers for the corresponding unidimensional cases with roving backgrounds.
The word “roving” indicates dimensions other than the target dimension can randomly vary.
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3. PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONALITY OF MANUAL KEY CLICKS

Introduction
Since perhaps the first publication to use vibrotactile feedback for key-click feedback [25]
in 2001, and the first commercial product to employ virtual keys in Motorola ROKR E8 music
phone, research on this topic has been increasing steadily. Many of today’s mobile devices, such
as cellphones, are more structurally streamlined compared to their predecessors due to the removal
of physical keys. Users type out messages with an onscreen virtual keyboard. This is however
difficult as the lack of feedback on the fingertips forces users to rely on visual feedback to ascertain
the acceptance of a key press, not to mention that individuals with severe visual impairments must
seek other means of feedback in order to operate a virtual keyboard. To overcome this loss of
tactile feedback due to non-moving keys, tactile key-click feedback has been widely implemented
in the latest generation of mobile devices. For example, many Android devices use customizable
haptic feedback that allows users to feel light vibrations on the fingertips when typing. Apple’s
iPhone 7 has a virtual Home button that provides button-press feedback with its vibrotactile Taptic
Engine. It remains arguable whether vibrotactile key-click feedback can satisfactorily replicate the
feel of pressing a physical key.
Many studies on simulated key clicks or button presses focused on the perceived quality of
virtual keys and the physical parameters affecting it. Kaaresoja et al. investigated the effect of
temporal properties of tactile feedback on mobile devices and provided guidelines in terms of
duration and latency for designing tactile feedback signals [26], [27]. Some researchers designed
and evaluated distinctive key-click feedback signals for mobile devices. Chen et al. [28] reported
four experiments using a piezoelectric actuator and concluded that up to 5 to 6 key-click feedback
signals varying in frequency, amplitude and number of waveform cycles can be perfectly identified
on a mobile phone prototype. A large collection of distinct vibrotactile feedback signals, referred
to as vibrotactile icons or “tactons,” have been developed [1], [2], [3]. A variety of vibrotactile
icons are now accessible from pre-built libraries [29], while others are customizable [30]. These
carefully crafted vibrotactile signals are expected to permeate future virtual key-click applications
to enrich user experience.
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There is no standard way of classifying keys, buttons and switches. A typical way of
characterizing a keyboard key is by its force vs. displacement profile as specified by the ISO
standard TS 9241-411:2012 [12]. Some introduced the term “tactility” to evaluate the soft or light
touch of keyboards [14]. Empirically, ergonomic keyboards with satisfying typing experience
produce a keystroke travel of approximately 3.5 to 4 mm with a typical actuation point at around
2 mm. Driven by compactness, modern keyboards have shortened key travel by innovating new
key-press mechanisms. For example, the 12-inch MacBook Retina 2015 debuted its patented
butterfly mechanism that replaced the traditional scissors mechanism to drastically reduce key
travel to around 1 mm while improving stability [13]. Driven by the desire to characterize switches
and keys with physical parameters that matter to perception, Weir et al. proposed the idea of a
“haptic profile” to capture the feel of three switches that felt “clicky”, “smooth” and “mushy” [15].
In addition to the usual force vs. position plot, they also used the force vs. velocity and position
vs. velocity plots to demonstrate the differences among the switches they studied. Tan et al. further
demonstrated that humans are able to perceive the invariant spatial properties of a switch despite
temporal variations in the proximal stimuli felt by the hand during an active turning of the switch
[31]. Tashiro et al. discussed the different force vs. stroke changes due to a finger pushing a button
and the buckling and rapid restitution of the dome top of the button, but did not go as far as
categorizing buttons based on these characteristics [16]. With actual displacement diminishing or
disappearing in virtual keys and buttons, the ISO standards and any displacement-based physical
characterization of key presses need to be updated and revised.
We ask the question of what makes a key press feel real, and to what extent virtual keys can
be made to feel real. The present study is the first step towards mapping physical parameters to
perceptual dimensions with the goal to deliver distinct haptic key-click feedback signals that feel
as realistic as possible. We approach the problem by first studying the perceptual dimensionality
of manual key clicks using multidimensional scaling (MDS). The MDS method has been used in
the past along with adjective rating to explore the perceptual dimensions associated with textures
and other material properties [4], [5], [6], vibratory signals [7] and other aspects of haptic
interactions [8], [9], [10]. Our study employs mostly real buttons and keys except for the virtual
Home button on an iPhone 7 [32]. Our objectives are to discover the perceptual dimensions
associated with manual key presses, and eventually map them to the physical characteristics of
real or virtual keys and buttons.
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In the rest of Chapter 3, we first present our methodology that is slightly modified from that
used in most MDS studies, and then show our results and discuss their implications for future
research.

Methods
Our study consisted of a pilot study and a main experiment involving Adjective Rating and
Similarity Judgment. The purpose of Adjective Rating was to collect data along adjective pairs
relevant to key presses, to assist with the interpretation of the dimensions from MDS analysis. The
adjective pairs used in Adjective Rating was determined through the pilot study. We chose to
perform Adjective Rating prior to Similarity Judgment using the same participants in order to
“condition” the participants to judge similarity along these perceived qualities (personal
communication with Mark Hollins, 2017). The purpose of Similarity Judgment was to collect
perceived dissimilarity scores for each pair of the keys and buttons in the stimulus set. We applied
the standard MDS analysis procedure to the dissimilarity matrix from Similarity Judgment, and
mapped Adjective Rating results onto the MDS solution space to seek insight into the meaning of
the recovered dimensions. This section presents our methodology and the pilot study.
3.2.1 Participants
Twelve participants (6 males and 6 females; 20-30 years old, average 23.2±3.2 years) took
part in the main experiment. All but one participant were right-handed by self-report. All
participants gave informed consent on an IRB approved form. They were compensated for their
time.
3.2.2 Apparatus
We developed a semi-automated system consisting of a customized linear motorized stage
(V-Slot® Mini V Linear Actuator from OpenBuilds Part Store) for positioning stimulus
alternatives, a PC laptop running a MATLAB GUI, a customized unit interfacing the PC laptop
and the motorized stage, and an arm and finger rest (Fig. 3.1.). The keys and buttons were visually
hidden from all participants prior to the experiments, and a large cardboard prevented the
participants from seeing the stimulus presented during the experiment.
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Fig. 3.1: Experimental setup with the view from the participant (left) and
the experimenter (right) with zoomed in finger rest.

3.2.3 Stimuli
Table 3.1: The 23 Stimuli Used for the Study.
Sample #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Description
Tactile Switch (SN 94) – Tall Blue a
Tactile Switch (SN 95) – Tall Black a
Cherry MX – Clear b
Cherry MX – Gray b
Cherry MX – Brown b
Cherry MX – Red b
Tactile Switch (SN 71) – mini Yellow a
Tactile Switch (SN 91) – Short Blue a
Tactile Switch (SN 48) – mini Red a
Tactile Switch (SN 60) – mini Green a
Tactile Switch (SN 96) – Tall Yellow a
Cherry MX – Black b
Cherry MX – Green b
Cherry MX – Blue b
Cherry MX – White b
iPhone 7 Home Button c
iPhone 7 Power/Volume Button c
iPhone 6 Home Button d
iPhone 4s Home Button e
iPhone 4s Volume Button e
iPhone 4s Power Button e
Surface Pro Type Cover - Trackpad f
Surface Pro Type Cover - Shift Key f

https://item.taobao.com/item.htm?spm=a1z09.2.0.0.761a8f61JlqrvU&id=541223760534&_u=d3522a2e6db
http://www.maxkeyboard.com/max-keyboard-keycap-cherry-mx-switch-o-ring-pro-sampler-tester-kit.html
https://www.apple.com/shop/buy-iphone/iphone-7
https://www.amazon.com/iPhone-6-Plus/b?ie=UTF8&node=12522859011
https://www.amazon.com/Apple-iPhone-4S-16-White/dp/B005SSB0YO
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/accessories/browse
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Table 3.1 lists the 22 physical buttons and keys and 1 virtual button (#16 in Table 3.1) used
in the present study. The stimuli included buttons on several iPhone models (since we are interested
in emulating them later), keyboard keys (because they are representative of typical keys used by
most people), Cherry MX mechanical switches (because they are highly sought after by some
people) and tactile switches used by hobbyists (because they are very similar to the smaller buttons
on the side of phones). Within each category, several keys with varying properties are included.
Since the results of MDS analysis are highly dependent on the variety of the stimuli, one virtual
button was also selected in order to examine whether physical and virtual buttons occupy a similar
space in the MDS solution. Therefore, the 23 stimuli produce a wide range of tactile sensations
when manually pressed and cover a reasonable range of physical key clicks. Samples #1-15 were
mounted securely on the motorized stage, while the rest of the samples were presented manually
by the experimenter due to their larger form factors.
3.2.4 Procedure
The participant sat in front of a long table with the MATLAB program running. The
participant rested the dominant arm on the arm-rest with the palm facing down and the index finger
in a finger rest (see Fig. 3.1). The participant operated the program with the non-dominant hand
and completed the following two tasks in the order given: Adjective Rating and Similarity
Judgment. A noise-reduction headset (Peltor, with a noise reduction rating of 30 dB) was worn by
the participants throughout the experiment to eliminate any audio cues of button/key pressing. On
the computer screen, the 23 stimuli were represented by 23 gray buttons labeled with numbers #1
to #23. The participant could click on any of the gray buttons onscreen in order to press on the
corresponding stimulus. Participants could feel each stimulus as many times as they wanted. As
mentioned earlier, the participants could not see the stimuli being pressed. Furthermore, the
mapping of the 23 stimuli to the 23 onscreen buttons was randomized for each participant, so that
the data collected would not be confounded by the order in which the stimuli were operated in case
all participants chose to experience the 23 stimuli from #1 to #23. On average, the experiment took
40 minutes per participant. The participants could take a break at any time during the experiment.
For Adjective Rating, the participants were asked to rate each of the 23 stimuli along eight
adjective pairs determined from the Pilot Study described later in this section. The pairs were:
shallow-deep, wobbly-stable, hard-soft, rough-smooth, unresponsive-responsive, displeasing-
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pleasing, virtual-real, and uncomfortable-comfortable. The first adjective of each pair was on the
left end of the scale, and its antonym adjective on the right end (see Fig. 3.2). The participants first
picked a stimulus to be presented, waited until an onscreen message signaling that the stimulus
was ready, and then pressed on the button or key with the dominant index finger. The participants
were instructed to focus on the tactile feel of the buttons and keys when rating the sensations along
the adjective pairs listed. They provided ratings by moving the slide bars from the default center
positions towards either adjective. They were allowed to pick the stimuli in any order or revisit
previously rated stimuli. They continued until all 23 stimuli had been rated. After all the Adjective
Ratings results were submitted, the participant was prompted to move to the next task. Overall, the
ratings from the 12 participants appeared to be consistent. The standard deviations for each
adjective pair varied from 9 to 33 and the average standard deviation was 21.0 ± 4.7.

Fig. 3.2: Adjective Rating interface with a 0-100 scale from the left to right.
For Similarity Judgment, the participant pressed on stimuli 1 through 23 again. This time,
the goal was to place stimuli with similar sensations during pressing into the same group. At the
end of this task, a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 7 groups must be generated. The participant
was allowed to and often needed to revisit previous stimuli. The participant was also strongly
encouraged to double-check the grouping before submitting the results (Fig. 3).
the 12 participants used 5.4 ± 1.2 groups.

On

average,
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Fig. 3.3: Similarity Judgment interface showing subjectively similar stimuli
placed in the same group.

3.2.5 Data Analysis
For Adjective Rating, the positions of the slider bars were linearly mapped to scores
between 0 and 100. The scores from the 12 participants were averaged, resulting in a 23-by-8 table
of adjective scores for the 23 stimuli and 8 adjective pairs.
Data obtained from Similarity Judgment were used to form a similarity matrix for all
stimulus pairs. The similarity value for each pair was the number of participants who placed the
two stimuli in the same group divided by the total number of participants (12). Next, the similarity
values were subtracted from 1.0 to form a dissimilarity matrix, whose values were analyzed using
the MDS procedure in SAS 9.4. The output of the procedure included a Kruskal’s stress plot, based
on which the optimal number of dimensions for the solution space was selected. The stress value
ranges from 0 with 1, with lower values indicating a better goodness of fit. Stress decreases as
dimension of the MDS solution space increases, and plateaus after a certain dimension. The
number of dimensions at the “elbow” point suggests a dimensionality solution that accounts for
the MDS data in an optimal way. For each dimensionality solution, the coordinates for all 23
stimuli in the perceptual space were available from the MDS procedure. After the best MDS model
dimensionality was selected, the 23 data points representing the 23 stimuli were then plotted in the
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solution space. A cluster of stimuli indicated similarity in the way the buttons and keys felt when
they were pressed, while a large distance between any two stimuli meant that they felt different.
To project adjective ratings onto the MDS solution space, we ran a multiple linear
regression in SAS 9.4 with stimulus coordinates being the independent variables and the adjective
ratings for each adjective pair as the dependent variables. We chose the option of outputting
standardized regression coefficients. The coefficients were treated as the vector components for a
particular adjective rating scale. For example, for the shallow-deep scale in the 2-D space, we
obtained standardized regression coefficients a and b. Therefore, the direction of the scale was
represented by the vector (a, b). This adjective rating vector was then normalized and scaled by
the coefficient of determination (R2), a measure of how close the data are to the fitted regression
line. An R2 of 1.0 indicates that the regression line fits the data perfectly. In the end, an adjective
scale with specified direction and magnitude was projected onto the MDS space. The same
procedure was applied to all 8 adjective rating scales, for both 2-D and 3-D MDS solution spaces.
All adjective rating vectors were later scaled in magnitude for better viewing purposes. We then
looked for pairs of adjective rating scales with relatively high R2 values and are almost orthogonal
to each other. These adjective pairs are then deemed to be likely the perceptual dimensions for
manual key clicks.
3.2.6 Pilot Study on Adjective Harvesting
The purpose of the pilot study was to explore and collect the adjectives people use to
describe the tactile sensations arising from pressing on keys and buttons. The resulting adjective
pairs were then used for Adjective Rating during the main experiment. Five native speakers of
English (2 males and 3 females; 19-21 years old; all right-handed) took part in the study. Before
the study, the participants were advised to focus on the tactile sensation associated with the vertical
travel of the buttons and keys, and ignore the shape and size of the contact surfaces to the best of
their abilities. The participant was blindfolded and wore the Peltor noise-reduction headset to
eliminate any visual or audio cues. The participant used the index finger of the dominant hand to
interact with the keys and buttons. The experimenter presented one key or button at a time in a
random order. The participant pressed on the key or button, and responded with as many adjectives
as they could think of. The experimenter recorded all the adjectives on a laptop. The participants
could take a break whenever they needed it.
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Adjectives with similar meanings were combined. This resulted in nine distinct categories:
Perceived Distance, Stability, Pressing Resistance, Evenness, Responsiveness, Perceived Shape,
Emotion, Comfort and Realness. The category of Perceived Shape was removed as we did not want
to call attention to this physical feature. Within each category, the adjective that captured the
essence of the meaning best (Personal Communication with Joanne Lax, Communications
Specialist at the College of Engineering at Purdue University) was selected to represent the
category. Afterward, its antonym was chosen to form an adjective pair. In the end, the eight pairs
of adjectives shown in Fig. 3.2 were selected.

Results
First, we attempted to find the optimal MDS solution dimensionality. By running a standard
MDS procedure on our dissimilarity matrix dataset with increasing dimensionality, we were able
to plot the Kruskal’s stress values as a function of number of dimensions (Fig. 3.4). A visual
inspection showed an “elbow” point at 2 or 3 dimensions. The stress values are 0.1048 and 0.0583
for the 2-D and 3-D solutions, respectively. We examine both the 2-D and 3-D MDS solutions in
order to gain insight into the perceptual dimensions associated with manual pressing of buttons
and keys.

Fig. 3.4: Kruskal’s stress plot showing the residual errors between the dissimilarity
matrix and the MDS solutions for increasing number of dimensions.
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Fig. 3.5: 2-D MDS solution scatter plot (green: tactile switches; blue: phone buttons;
yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).
A scatter plot of all 23 stimuli on the 2-D solution space is shown in Fig. 3.5. The stimuli
are color coded as follows: green for tactile switches (see TABLE I), blue for phone buttons,
yellow for Cherry MX keys, and red for Surface Pro keyboard keys. Cherry MX keys (yellow) are
well clustered on the right side of the space and well separated from other stimuli, demonstrating
their distinct key-click sensations. Tactile switches (green) are also relatively well clustered on the
upper-left corner despite the differences in their shapes and structures. The phone buttons (blue)
are more spread out on the left side of the 2D space. Interestingly, the volume/power buttons of
different phones (#17, #20 and #21 in TABLE I) are located closer to the tactile switches above
them, indicating that the volume and power buttons on iPhones feel similar to other switch buttons.
The three home buttons (#16, #18 and #19) form their own cluster that is further away from the
tactile switches. The two stimuli from the Surface Pro Type Cover (#22 for trackpad and #23 for
shift key) are expectedly separated from each other as the trackpad feels stiffer on the finger than
the shift key on the keyboard. Note that the Home button of iPhone 7 (#16), the only virtual button,
was perceived to be very similar to the trackpad of Surface Pro Type Cover (#22). The two share
the common characteristic of minimal vertical travel, with the virtual Home button technically
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having zero vertical travel. It is worth mentioning that during the pilot study, participants had
difficulty coming up with adjectives to describe the feeling of pressing the (virtual) Home button
on iPhone 7. The participants without any prior experience with iPhone 7 expressed mostly
negative emotions such as “frustrating,” “difficult,” “awful” and “nonresponsive,” while the one
participant who guessed it to be an iPhone 7 used more neutral adjectives like “hard” and “very
shallow.” Overall, the distribution of the stimuli in the 2-D solution space is consistent with the
characteristics of the 23 stimuli used in the present study.
The 3-D scatter plot of the stimuli (Fig. 3.6) show similar clustering as in the 2-D plot. It
appears that the Surface Pro Shift Key (#23) lay closer to the Cherry MX key cluster (yellow) in
this case. However, a closer examination of the coordinates of #23 verified that the absolute
distance between stimulus #23 and the Cherry MX key cluster was still substantial and similar to
that shown in the 2-D solution plot (Fig. 3.5). In other words, stimulus #23 is located in front of
the Cherry MX cluster in the 3-D space (Fig. 3.6).

Fig. 3.6: 3-D MDS solution scatter plot (green: tactile switches; blue: phone buttons;
yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).
Next, we proceeded to project the average rating of each adjective pair to the 2-D and 3-D
MDS solution spaces using the multiple linear regression method described earlier in Sec. II.E.
Data Analysis. From the 2-D plot (Fig. 3.7), it can be seen that the shallow-deep (red) and stablewobbly (black) adjective pairs nearly overlap completely, the rough-smooth pair (green) is roughly
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perpendicular to shallow-deep, and the hard-soft pair (blue) is about 45 from the shallow-deep
and rough-smooth pairs, respectively. Recall that we look for two almost-perpendicular adjective
ratings with high R2 values as the interpretation of the two dimensions recovered in the 2-D MDS
solution. Since the MDS solutions are rotation- and translation-invariant as they model only the
relative distances between stimulus pairs, one can easily rotate the MDS solution space so that the
axes align with the projected lines of the major adjective pairs. In this case, it appears that the
adjective pairs shallow-deep (or stable-wobbly) and rough-smooth may well represent the 2-D
perceptual space shown in Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.7: Adjective Rating scales regressed onto the 2-D MDS solution space. The R2
values for the shallow-deep, stable-wobbly, hard-soft and rough-smooth adjective
pairs: 0.9335, 0.8783, 0.8734 and 0.7177, respectively. Much smaller for the
remaining 4 adjective pairs. The length of each line in the plot: R2 value scaled by 4
(for better viewing).
It’s worth mentioning that there exists no threshold for R2 value when judging the
importance of an adjective pair. Hollins et al. called adjective scales with R2 value of 0.712 to be
“substantial” [4]. In our case, the R2 values for shallow-deep, stable-wobbly, hard-soft and roughsmooth turned out to be higher than 0.7. Therefore, they are regarded as important and shown in
solid lines in Fig. 3.7. The other four adjective pairs are plotted in dashed lines. In choosing the
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two adjective pairs representing the perceptual dimensions in the 2-D MDS solution, we first chose
the longest line shallow-deep to be the first dimension, and then rough-smooth that was most
perpendicular to shallow-deep (99.6; see Table 3.2). We did not consider uncomfortablecomfortable or displeasing-pleasing due to their relatively low R2 values even though they also
appear to be roughly perpendicular to shallow-deep.
To investigate whether there might be a third perceptual dimension in the perception of
manual key clicks, we plotted the adjective rating scales in the 3-D MDS solution space (Fig. 3.8).
Table 3.3 shows the relative angles between each pair of adjective ratings with angles close to 90
shown in bold font. Ideally, if the third perceptual dimension did exist, then it would be relatively
orthogonal to both the first and second dimensions determined previously. From Table 3.3, there
was again a high orthogonality of 98.7 between shallow-deep and rough-smooth. Although
uncomfortable-comfortable or displeasing-pleasing was also orthogonal to shallow-deep, neither
was close to being orthogonal to rough-smooth (roughly 30). Furthermore, unresponsiveresponsive had a relatively low R2 value of 0.366. In short, we were unable to find three adjective
pairs that are nearly orthogonal to each other.

Fig. 3.8: Adjective Rating scales regressed onto the 3-D perceptual space. The R2
values for the shallow-deep, stable-wobbly, hard-soft and rough-smooth adjective
pairs: 0.9403, 0.8862, 0.8733 and 0.7387, respectively. Much smaller for the
remaining 4 adjective pairs. The length of each scale: R2 scaled by 8 (for better
viewing).

Table 3.2: Relative Angles between the Four Most Important Adjective Rating Scales in the 2-D MDS Solution Space.
shallow-deep

wobbly-stable

hard-soft

shallow-deep



wobbly-stable

178.8



hard-soft

37.4

141.4



rough-smooth

99.6

79.2

62.3

rough-smooth



Table 3.3: Relative Angles between Pairs of Adjective Rating Scales in the 3-D MDS Solution Space.
shallowwobbly-stable hard-soft rough-smooth
deep

unresponsive
displeasingpleasing
responsive

virtual-real



wobbly-stable

179.2



hard-soft

37.2

142.3



rough-smooth

98.7

80.7

62.0



66.9

112.8

87.9

111.8



83.5

95.7

56.3

33.3

78.6



virtual-real

41.8

138.0

69.8

115.3

26.0

84.4



uncomfortable
-comfortable

84.4

94.8

55.6

30.0

82.0

3.4

87.3

unresponsiveresponsive
displeasingpleasing
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shallow-deep

uncomfortable
comfortable
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Discussion and Conclusions
The present study investigated the perceptual dimensions associated with manual key
clicks, with the goal of developing realistic haptic key-click feedback signals for virtual keys.
We first harvested eight adjective pairs for describing the haptic feel of button and key presses
from native English speakers. We then conducted the experiment where participants provided
adjective ratings and grouping data for 23 buttons and keys. An MDS analysis of the grouping
data led to either a 2-D or 3-D solution. By projecting adjective ratings onto the MDS solution
spaces, we found the 2-D perceptual space to be an adequate representation of human perception
of manual key clicks. The two perceptual dimensions are determined to be shallow-deep and
rough-smooth.
Our finding of shallow-deep being a perceptual dimension for manual key clicks is
consistent with the current industry design standard as the vertical travel distance of keys and
buttons is often considered a crucial factor in determining user experience. The stimulus set used
in the present study included keys and buttons with a wide range of vertical travel, from Cherry
MX keys with 3.8-mm travel to the iPhone 7 Home button with zero travel. It appears obvious
that a virtual button can never achieve the same haptic feel as, say, a Cherry MX key. However,
it might still be possible to emulate the feel of a button or key with 1-2 mm travel (e.g., those on
the 12-inch MacBook Retina 2015 keyboard). Tan et al. estimated human fingertip position
resolution to be 2.2 mm during active free movements from a series of finger joint-angle
discrimination thresholds (p.12, third paragraph [33]). This is a lucky result for designers of
virtual buttons for the following reason. When the index finger presses on a solid surface, the
fingertip tissues can yield up to about 2 mm. Since humans cannot sense such a position change
at the fingertip during active moments in free space, it might be possible to create the illusion of
a virtual key yielding 1-2 mm under the fingertip instead of the fingertip being compressed by
the same amount. Therefore, we conclude that the total vertical displacement is an important
perceptual cue for sensing manual key clicks, and it remains to be shown whether the feel of a
virtual key can approximate that of a real key with a moderate travel (1-2 mm).
An additional note on this perception dimension is that shallow-deep and stable-wobbly are
highly correlated in perception in that shallower keys tend to feel more stable. For example,
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Apple highlighted the improved stability of its thinner keyboard design for the 12-inch MacBook
Retina 2015.
Another perceptual dimension found in the present study is rough-smooth due to its high
R2 value and approximate orthogonality with shallow-deep. While the shallow-deep dimension
separates the Cherry MX keys from the rest of the stimuli (Fig. 3.7), the rough-smooth
dimension nicely captures the variations in feel within the Cherry MX keys, the tactile switches
and the phone buttons. Our future work will focus on the investigation of this perceptual
dimension. Physical measurements taken with the stimuli used in the present study will be
correlated with the ratings of the rough-smooth adjective pair. The parameters that are highly
correlated with the adjective ratings will be extracted and used as signal specifications for
simulating virtual keys using a high-performance actuator. Psychophysical experiments will be
conducted to assess the distinctiveness of the resulting haptic key-click feedback signals and
their resemblance to the sensations felt during the pressing of real keys and buttons.
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4. PARAMETERS CORRELATED TO MANUAL KEY-CLICK
PERCEPTUAL DIMENSIONS

Introduction
The interest in designing convincing haptic effects continues to grow among major mobile
phone makers. Apple’s iPhone 8 virtual Home button is arguably a solid upgrade from the iPhone
7 in terms of distinctiveness in 3 Home button click settings. Samsung's flagship smartphone
Galaxy S8 uses new 3-D Force Touch technology similar to Apple's Force Touch for a new 'virtual
home button' that appears at the bottom of the display [17]. Other companies have experimented
shifting the trigger for haptic feedback from the main display to the side of the phone. HTC first
introduced the idea of squeezing a phone to trigger a reaction. Most recently, Google has added
this feature known as the “Active Edge” to its Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL [18]. These companies’
continuous endeavor in implementing new haptic features to their products calls for general
guidelines and benchmarks in virtual key click signal design, especially what parameters
contribute to the overall quality of the designed signal and how these parameters impact human
perception of key click feedback.
There have been many studies on the physical parameters relevant to key clicks. In terms of
duration, Kaaresoja et al. studied vibrations of six durations (12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 ms) using
an ERM embedded in a cellphone mockup [26]. The results showed that shorter-duration
vibrations were not easily detected, and longer vibrations felt too strong. Generally speaking, the
amplitude of the tactile feedback signal is the main determinant of the perceived intensity of a
keypress feedback, and therefore an important parameter as well in characterizing the virtual
keypress feedback signal.
While the aforementioned studies focused on virtual signal design directly, we took a novel
approach of justifying signal design by studying human perception on physical key clicks first.
We first determined that there are two prominent features associated with the perception of
physical key presses: shallow-deep and rough-smooth [11]. In the present study, we seek to
discover the physical parameters of these key clicks that correlated with the perceptual differences.
Our next study will apply the insight gained from the present study to virtual signal design.
In this study we revisited the 23 stimuli used in our previous study. Firstly, we set up an
apparatus to measure the force and acceleration of normally clicking each stimulus placed on a
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hard surface. After collecting the physical profiles of all 23 stimuli (we call it the “physical
database”), we then calculated important key click parameters such as actuation force, frequency,
signal duration, peak acceleration, etc. In a separate analysis, we projected the 23 data points onto
the two selected perceptual dimensions. On each perceptual dimension scale, the x-coordinates of
the stimuli were treated as perceptual scores for this dimension. We later investigated the
correlations between the physical parameters and the perceptual scores, hoping to find out if and
how the former affects the latter.
In the rest of Chapter 4, we first present our methodology used in investigating the
correlations between physical parameters and perceptual dimensions. We then show our results
and discuss their implications for future research.

Methods
4.2.1 Stimuli
The list of stimuli in this study was the same as the 23 stimuli used in Chapter 3 (Table
3.1). Again, the stimuli included buttons on several iPhone models, keyboard keys, Cherry MX
mechanical switches and tactile switches used by hobbyists.
4.2.2 Apparatus
We initially developed an artificial finger prototype using a linear solenoid actuator
controlled by Arduino (further explained in Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 of the Appendix Section). This
design scheme was abandoned during our testing stage because our prototype was not versatile
enough to actuate all 23 stimuli and it was difficult to simulate the actuate finger pressing motion
due to its relatively poor precision control. A finely designed automated linear actuator with force
feedback usually costs thousands to tens of thousands, thus did not fit our design specification and
budget.
We went with a more traditional approach of manual finger pressing. Thus, the apparatus
included only the measurement and data acquisition system (Fig. 4.1). The system consisted of a
Kistler 8794A accelerometer paired with a Type 5134 Piezotron Coupler, an FSR 4.4N (0 – 1 lb)
FlexiForce A201 paired with FlexiForce Quickstart Board powered by a 9V battery, PicoScope
5442B with 4 input channels and a desktop PC. Output ports of the FlexiForce Board and the
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Coupler were connected directly to the input channels of the PicoScope. The PicoScope is AC
powered and connected to the PC with a standard USB cable.

Fig. 4.1: Measurement and data acquisition system diagram.
The contact area of the FSR was centered on top of the accelerometer, which was taped on
top of the key with a thin double-sided tape. One exception was the only virtual key in the
experiment – iPhone 7 Home button (Fig. 4.2). The accelerometer was taped near the bottom of
the phone with y-axis parallel to the vibration direction of the Taptic Engine. All 23 stimuli were
placed on a firm surface, the same testing environment as the MDS experiment.

Fig. 4.2: Regular placement of accelerometer and FSR (left) and one
exceptional placement of accelerometer and FSR for virtual key (right).
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4.2.3 Measurement Procedure
The experimenter’s index finger made direct contact with the FSR, pressing the key down
normally and then releasing. To achieve consistency in measurement, we recorded several cycles
for pressing the same stimulus until we observed a consistent pattern. Force and acceleration
measurements were processed by PicoScope and saved as .mat file to be further analyzed using
MATLAB. Since we were only interested in signals along the direction of key travel, only single
axis acceleration measurements were recorded (z-axis for 22 physical keys and y-axis for 1 virtual
key). An example for a profile containing force and acceleration recording is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3: A sample key click profile containing force and acceleration data.

4.2.4 Perceptual Scores
We revisited the 2-D MDS solution and focused first only on the shallow-deep dimension
(Fig. 4.4). We projected all 23 stimuli orthogonally onto the shallow-deep dimension and each
stimulus was represented by its coordinate along dimension 1, which we call the “perceptual
score” hereafter. Fig. 4.5 allows us to better view how the 23 stimuli are distributed along the
shallow-deep dimension. The more a stimulus is perceived to be “shallow,” the closer it is placed
to the left with a smaller perceptual score.
Next, we applied the same principle to the rough-smooth dimension and obtained Fig. 4.6
and Fig. 4.7. The stimuli were expected to have a different distribution along this second
dimension.
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Fig. 4.4: Adjective Rating scale shallow-deep regressed onto the 2-D MDS solution space.

Fig. 4.5: 23 stimuli projected onto the shallow-deep perceptual dimension.
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Fig. 4.6: Adjective Rating scale rough-smooth regressed onto the 2-D MDS solution space.

Fig. 4.7: 23 stimuli projected onto the rough-smooth perceptual dimension.
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4.2.5 Data Analysis
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.7 provide a visualization of how the 23 stimuli felt different along the
shallow-deep and rough-smooth perceptual dimensions, respectively. The ordering of the stimuli
along each of the two dimensions and their relative distances, captured by the “perceptual scores,”
quantify the way the 23 stimuli differ from each other to the hand. Next, we take a closer look at
the key click profiles in the physical database and extract useful physical parameters that may
contribute to the perception of shallow-deep and rough-smooth aspects of key presses. To the
extent that some parameters correlate with the perceptual scores of the 23 stimuli, we will have
found the key physical parameters that explain why these key clicks were perceived to be similar
or different in the MDS study.
As mentioned in the Measurement Procedure section, there are two simultaneous
measurements recorded for each key click with synchronized time stamps: force and acceleration,
which we examined following a “simple-to-complicated” plan of attack. In other words, we did
not want to experiment with an advance analysis before attempting simple approaches. We started
by looking at the force and acceleration in the time domain first before the frequency domain
because the profiles appeared to be simple pulses with a dominant frequency. We then examined
noticeable patterns in the shape of the profiles before focusing on numbers. Last but not least, we
investigated force and acceleration separately before considering possible correlations between
them.
Upon investigation we placed the profiles in the same order distributed in the
corresponding perceptual dimension. For example, in the shallow-deep dimension (Fig. 4.5),
stimulus #21 is placed first and stimulus #14 is placed last. We applied the same principle to the
rough-smooth dimension, with stimulus #2 placed first and stimulus #23 placed last. For each
placement order, we attempted to observe noticeable patterns lying in the shape of all profiles.
This was rather a quick qualitative investigation approach.
The quantitative approach was to list values of the selected physical parameters and study
their correlations with the corresponding perceptual scores. In addition, we looked at both the
“key-down” and “key-up” portions of the profiles. Throughout the entire key-click process, the
“key-down” portion was recorded when the key was being pressed down and the “key-up” portion
was recorded when the key was release, as shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8: Key click profile of sample#11 with “key-down” (first portion of orange trace)
and “key-up” (second portion of the orange trace).
In the time domain, these parameters included peak acceleration and duration for the
acceleration profile, and actuation force for the force profile. Peak acceleration was found to be
the maximum acceleration value. Duration shows how long the signal lasts. In order to best
estimate signal duration, we needed to define the start time and the end time of the signal. A good
method appeared to be to sketch two horizontal lines, at plus and minus a small threshold. Fig. 4.9
shows that these two horizontal lines y = ±0.08g first intercept the signal at x1 = 0.00425s and last
intercept at x2 = 0.0156s. The duration is calculated to be x = x2-x1. We also selected other
arbitrary small thresholds to test the robustness of this methods. Although the absolute values of
signal duration changed with the thresholds, the overall ordering of signal durations did not appear
to be affected significantly.
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Fig. 4.9: Finding the duration by marking the start time and end time with the help of
two horizontal lines (red traces) with a small y value.
Actuation force is a concept applied to tactile switches and is defined as the force required
to press the switch pass its tactile point [34]. In a regular “key-down” portion of the profile (Fig.
4.10), the actuation force can be estimated at where the acceleration ramp-up portion ends. For the
Cherry MX keyboard keys, actuation forces were directly obtained from the data sheet because the
ramp-up portion was hard to observe for any of the Cherry MX keyboard key profile.

Fig. 4.10: Actuation force value (blue trace marked with a black cross) found at the
time when ramp-up ends (orange arrow).
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In the frequency domain, we were interested in finding the dominant frequency
components of the acceleration profiles. We performed Fourier transform on each “key-down” and
“key-up” portion of each stimulus using MATLAB FFT. Frequency values corresponding to peaks
in the frequency spectrum were examined carefully.
In addition, we wondered if there could be any physical parameters linking force and
acceleration. Higashi et al. [35] used “dynamic stiffness” to characterize the impulsive response
of an object, acquired across 40–1,000 Hz for fourteen types of material cuboid through a
hammering test. However, we later realized that our key click profiles appeared to be a different
scenario, as the force almost stayed constant during the entire span of the acceleration signal (Fig.
4.11) as compared to Higashi et al.’s case (Fig. 4.12). This was likely caused by the fact of pressing
the stimulus with a finger instead of hitting it with a hammer. Therefore, the concept of “dynamic
stiffness” did not apply to our investigation.

Fig. 4.11: The entirety of the profile of sample#20.
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Fig. 4.12: Example of acceleration and force data acquired by performing a hammering
test by Higashi et al. [35]
In the end, we listed the previously mentioned physical parameters of the 23 stimuli in the
same order as that along the perceptual dimensions shallow-deep and rough-smooth (see Fig. 4.5
and Fig. 4.7, respectively). We then analyzed whether each perceptual dimension was linearly
correlated with one or more physical parameters. The primary tool for analysis was MS Excel.
Physical parameters were plotted against their perceptual scores. Using the Format Trendline
function in Excel, we were able to plot the best fit linear function with a corresponding R2 value.
If a high R2 value is observed (above 0.6 in our case), such physical parameter is likely to be a
good candidate explaining the perceived difference in the selected perceptual dimension.

Results
Qualitatively, the force profiles of the 23 stimuli do not differ by much. However, the shapes
of their acceleration profiles could be easily sorted into 3 categories. Category 1 can be described
as approximate damped sinusoidal shape with many oscillations (or “ringing”) at the end (Fig.
4.13). The profiles of Home buttons, power buttons, volume buttons and all tactile switches fall in
this category. Category 2 can be described as approximate damped sinusoidal shape with fewer
oscillations at the end (Fig. 4.14). The profiles of keys of minimal travel, such as the virtual Home
button of iPhone 7 and the trackpad of surface pro type, fall in this category. Category 3 can be
described as irregular shape (Fig. 4.15). There are no clear patterns to be found in these profiles,
which include all keyboard keys.
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Fig. 4.13: Acceleration profile category 1 – approximate damped sinusoidal shape with
many oscillations.

Fig. 4.14: Acceleration profile category 2 – approximate damped sinusoidal shape with
fewer oscillations.

Fig. 4.15: Acceleration profile category 3 – irregular shape.
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Quantitatively, we investigated all the physical parameters mentioned in the Data Analysis
section. In this section we list all physical parameters tested for correlation with perceptual scores.
Raw data are listed in Table B.1 and Table B.2 in the Appendix section.
4.3.1 Peak Acceleration
Plots of peak acceleration vs. shallow-deep perceptual score for key-down and key-up are
shown in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, respectively. Plots of peak acceleration vs. rough-smooth
perceptual score for key-down and key-up are shown in Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, respectively. The
R2 value indicating a goodness of linear fit is also included for each plot. It appears that peak
acceleration correlates with the rough-smooth dimension during the key-down (Fig. 4.18) but not
key-up portion of key presses.

Fig. 4.16: Key-down acceleration plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.17: Key-up acceleration plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.18: Key-down acceleration plotted against
rough-smooth score.

Fig. 4.19: Key-up acceleration plotted against
rough-smooth score.
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4.3.2 Duration
Plots of duration vs. shallow-deep perceptual score for key-down and key-up are shown in
Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21, respectively. Plots of duration vs. rough-smooth perceptual score for keydown and key-up are shown in Fig. 4.22 and Fig. 4.23, respectively. The R2 value indicating a
goodness of linear fit is also included for each plot. From the plots, we find both key-down and
key-up durations to be correlated with the shallow-deep dimension (Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21).

Fig. 4.20: Key-down duration plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.21: Key-up duration plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.22: Key-down duration plotted against
rough-smooth score.

Fig. 4.23: Key-up duration plotted against roughsmooth score.

4.3.3 Actuation Force
The plot of actuation force vs. shallow-deep perceptual score is shown in Fig. 4.24. The
plot of actuation force vs. rough-smooth perceptual score is shown in Fig. 4.25. The R2 value
indicating a goodness of linear fit is also included for each plot. Note that actuation force is only
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defined for the key-down portion. The results show that actuation force is correlated with the
shallow-deep dimension.

Fig. 4.24: Actuation force plotted against shallowdeep score.

Fig. 4.25: Actuation force plotted against roughsmooth score.

4.3.4 Frequency
Originally, we considered using Fourier analysis to determine the frequency components
for the acceleration profiles of transient signals. Unfortunately, we later realized that the Fourier
analysis on short transient differs from conventional use of Fourier analysis on periodic signals.
Magnitudes corresponding to the peaks observed on the frequency spectrum do not carry the same
meaning as that of periodic signals. Therefore, it was not a reliable method of decomposing
frequency components in a transient signal.
Instead, we proposed a difference method in finding the dominant frequency. We noticed
that for all 3 categories of acceleration profile in the time domain (Fig. 4.26), the portion from
peaking to the end can be roughly modeled with a damped sinusoidal function.

Fig. 4.26: 3 categories of acceleration profiles with selected local maximum points marked in
red.
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The exponentially-decaying envelope can be estimated by fitting the selected local
maximum peak values (Fig. 4.27). We then approximated the profile contained by the envelope to
be a damped sinusoidal function. We obtained the x-coordinates for the first point (x1) and the last
point (x2). We counted the number of cycles in between which in this case is 4. Thus the period
was calculated to be (x2-x1) divided by the number of cycles. Lastly, the frequency of the
sinusoidal function was determined by taking the inverse of the period.

Fig. 4.27: Estimating the dominant frequency of the acceleration profile of sample#18
using the damping sinusoidal model.
Plots of frequency vs. shallow-deep perceptual score for key-down and key-up are shown in
Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29, respectively. Plots of duration vs. rough-smooth perceptual score for keydown and key-up are shown in Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.31, respectively. The R2 value indicating a
goodness of linear fit is also included for each plot. None of the R2 values reached 0.6 for the
frequency parameter.
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Fig. 4.28: Key-down frequency plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.29: Key-up frequency plotted against
shallow-deep score.

Fig. 4.30: Key-down frequency plotted against
rough-smooth score.

Fig. 4.31: Key-up frequency plotted against
rough-smooth score.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this section, we highlight plots that show linear correlation between the physical
parameter and the perceptual score according to the R2 values. These plots have already been
presented in Section 4.3 Results, but are now highlighted with stimuli numbers and colors.
4.4.1 Peak Acceleration
Based on the R2 value (0.6304), the key-down peak acceleration has a moderate linear
correlation with the perceptual score in the rough-smooth dimension. The trend (Fig. 4.32) shows
that the higher the key-down peak acceleration, the “rougher” the key click sensation feels. In
addition, sample#8 appears to be an outlier that is located further away from the linear
approximation than other stimuli.
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Fig. 4.32: Key-down peak acceleration plotted against rough-smooth score (green: tactile
switches; blue: phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).

4.4.2 Duration
Based on the R2 values (0.872 for key-down and 0.7178 for key-up), the duration shows a
strong linear correlation with the perceptual score in the shallow-deep dimension. The trend (Fig.
4.33 and Fig. 4.34) shows that the longer the duration, the “deeper” the key click feels. Furthermore,
sample#23 appears to be further away from the linear approximation on Fig. 4.34.

Fig. 4.33: Key-down duration plotted against shallow-deep score (green: tactile switches;
blue: phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).
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Fig. 4.34: Key-up duration plotted against shallow-deep score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).

4.4.3 Actuation Force
Based on the R2 value (0.7006), the actuation force has a relatively good linear correlation
with the perceptual score in the shallow-deep dimension. The trend (Fig. 4.35) shows that the
larger the actuation force, the “shallower” the key click sensation feels.

Fig. 4.35: Actuation force plotted against shallow-deep score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red: Surface Pro Type Cover keys).
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4.4.4 Frequency
The physical parameter of frequency did not appear to show clear linear correlation in
either perceptual dimension, according to the relatively low R2 values (0.2079, 0.2829, 0.3829 and
0.2402 shown in Fig. 4.36, Fig. 4.37, Fig. 4.38 and Fig. 4.39, respectively). Based on this
observation, the frequency may not be a good indicator for perceived difference in key click
sensation. Nonetheless, we can still find that the key-down dominant frequency values span from
250 Hz to 1100 Hz while the majority of key up fundamental frequency (except for #23) values
span from 200 Hz to 600 Hz.

Fig. 4.36: Key-down frequency plotted against
shallow-deep score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red:
Surface Pro Type Cover keys).

Fig. 4.37: Key-up frequency plotted against
shallow-deep score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red:
Surface Pro Type Cover keys).

Fig. 4.38: Key-down frequency plotted against
rough-smooth score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red:
Surface Pro Type Cover keys).

Fig. 4.39: Key-up frequency plotted against
rough-smooth score (green: tactile switches; blue:
phone buttons; yellow: Cherry MX keys; red:
Surface Pro Type Cover keys).
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4.4.5 Summary
In summary, the physical parameters that could explain the perceived difference in key
click sensation are actuation force, duration and peak acceleration. Actuation force and duration
are correlated with shallow-deep dimension in a way shown in Fig. 4.40. Peak acceleration is
correlated with the rough-smooth dimension in a way shown in Fig. 4.41.

Fig. 4.40: Actuation force and duration correlated with shallow-deep dimension.

Fig. 4.41: Peak acceleration correlated with rough-smooth dimension.
For future study, we are going to experiment ways of manipulating actuation force, signal
duration and peak acceleration in designing rich virtual key click signals. We are also going to
implement these virtual signals in a mobile phone mock-up, and conduct experiments to study the
resulting haptic effects in Phase 3 of this report.
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5. VIRTUAL KEY-CLICK SIGNAL DESIGN AND USER STUDY

Introduction
A variety of distinct vibrotactile feedback signals have been developed [1], [2], [3] and are
now accessible from pre-built libraries [29]. Some others are even customizable [30]. These
carefully crafted signals are expected to permeate future virtual key-click applications to enrich
user experience. Some researchers such as Chen et al. [28] designed and evaluated distinctive keyclick feedback signals for mobile devices using a piezoelectric actuator. They concluded that up
to 5 to 6 key-click feedback signals varying in frequency, amplitude and number of waveform
cycles can be perfectly identified on a mobile phone prototype.
We were also able to generate virtual signals varying in different properties, following
design guidelines provided by previous systematic studies of correlating human perception
dimensions to key-click parameters, described in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the report. To achieve
convicing virtual key-click sensations, we conducted absolutely identification (AI) experiment to
explore how many distinct sensations could be identified. The identification performance was
measured by information transfer, from which channel capacity can be easily calculated.
Rabinowitz et al. [23] conducted an experiment in identifying stimuli set varied in vibratory
intensity, frequency and contact area. In their study, they confirmed that an increase in dimension
led to higher information transfer. To reduce trial number, we also adopted the additivity law in
information transfer introduced by Durlach et al. [24].
In the rest of Chapter 5, we first present how we approached signal design. Afterward, we
demonstrate how we conducted an absolute identification experiment with a set of the designed
signals on 3 participants. Lastly, we show our results and discuss their implications for future
research.

Signal Design
The measurement and data acquisition system consisted of a Kistler 8794A accelerometer
paired with a Type 5134 Piezotron Coupler, an FSR 4.4N (0 – 1 lb) FlexiForce A201 paired with
FlexiForce Quickstart Board, PicoScope 5442B with 4 input channels and a desktop PC. Output
ports of the FlexiForce Board and the Coupler were connected directly to the input channels of the
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PicoScope. The PicoScope is AC powered and connected to the PC with a standard USB cable.
We were provided with a cellphone mockup prototype by AAC Technologies along with its
hardware and the software interface by awinic. The prototype was powered through the hardware
with 5V by Agilent E3630A DC power supply. The hardware was connected to the PC to interface
with custom awinic software (Fig. 5.1). The prototype was placed on a paper plate filled with soft
silicon rubber used to simulate the hand-held position (Fig. 5.2). The accelerometer was taped
parallel to the bottom edge of the phone to capture the lateral acceleration profile. FSR was taped
on top of the Home button area. We used picoScope 6 software to record both the force and
acceleration measurements during a key click.

Fig. 5.1: Measurement and data acquisition system set up.

Fig. 5.2: Prototype placed on silicon rubber when key click
occurred (left). Both force and acceleration profiles: recorded
using PicoScope (right).
We started by revisiting the three important physical parameters – peak acceleration,
duration and actuation force – found in the previous part II of the study. It is important to recognize
peak acceleration and duration to be the output and thus directly associated with signal design.
Actuation force on the other hand, relates to how the user presses the key and is considered the
input. Ideally, we hoped to design 3 distinct levels for each of the physical parameters mentioned
above.
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5.2.1 Actuation Force
The actuation force level can be changed on the awinic software by adjusting the threshold
value (Fig. 5.3). A higher value corresponds to a lower threshold, meaning a smaller force is
required to trigger the key click feedback. For a virtual key click to feel normal, key-down force
threshold needed to be set higher than key-up. For this study, we fixed the difference between keydown and key-up to be 0.2 in value.

Fig. 5.3: awinic software user interface.
Unfortunately, we quickly noticed the hardware and software limitation in setting proper
force levels. In general, one had to press hard on the phone mockup placed on silicon rubber, even
with the light force setting. In addition, the light force setting of 2.8/3.0 felt sluggish and delayed.
After several internal discussions, we decided that the available range of force settings was too
small to generate 3 identifiable levels. Instead, force was fixed at a most robust level at 2.5/2.7 for
the remainder of the study.
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5.2.2 Duration
The original drive signals for the prototype were designed by AAC Technologies in 3
different duration levels: 8ms, 15ms and 20ms. The 8ms signal was the shortest duration that could
be generated by AAC, and a signal with duration above 20ms made the key click sensation
unrealistic. Due to signal design limitations, 15ms duration was chosen to be the medium duration
instead of the 14ms (midpoint between 8ms and 20ms). The measured key-click acceleration
profiles have slightly longer durations as expected. The “short”, “medium” and “long” levels are
approximately 11ms, 16ms and 22ms, respectively.
5.2.3 Peak-to-peak Acceleration
Since it was difficult to quantify the intensity levels for the relatively short transient signals
used in this study in terms of dB sensation level scale (which is often used to calibrate pure
sinusoidal signals), we instead designed 3 levels of intensity levels (“weak”, “medium” and
“strong”) based on peak-to-peak acceleration values.
We were able to calibrate 3 intensity levels by scaling the original signals directly because
the input voltage is directly proportional to the output peak-to-peak acceleration. Ideally, there
would be 3 levels of intensity for each of the 3 durations, making the total number of signals to be
9. However, since the intensity generated by the full scale of the shortest signal still felt much
weaker than those by the full scale of the longer duration signals, we decided to include only the
“weak” and “medium” levels at the shortest duration.
The “weak” level was set to a peak-to-peak acceleration that was relatively weak but still
noticeable, which had a peak-to-peak (ptp) maximum acceleration of 2g (50% of the full scale of
short duration signal). The “strong” level was set to be the full scale of the medium duration signal,
which was 6.84g (ptp), giving us a reasonably good range of intensity. The “medium” level was
set to be the geometric mean of the “weak” level and the “strong” level, at 3.7g (ptp).
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5.2.4 Summary of Level Combinations
Duration levels of “short”, “medium” and “long” are labeled with D1, D2 and D3. Intensity
levels of “weak”, “medium” and “strong” are labeled with A1, A2 and A3.
Table 5.1: Level Combinations.
D1

D2

D3

A1

#1

#4

#7

A2

#2

#5

#8

A3

N/A

#6

#9

Table 5.1 summarizes a total of 9 possible combinations of duration levels and intensity
levels. Only 8 signals were used for user study, leaving D1-A3 un-numbered.

Absolute Identification Experiment
5.3.1 Participants
Three participants (2 males and 1 female; 24-52 years old, average 37.3±14 years) took part in the
main experiment. All participants were right-handed by self-report.
5.3.2 Apparatus
We slightly modified the cellphone mockup prototype by extending the connection wires
and securing the FSR sensor placed in the Home button area with tapes as shown in Fig. 5.4.
The participant sat in front the computer screen wearing a noise canceling headset, resting both
elbows on the desktop comfortably (Fig. 5.4). The participant held the mockup prototype with the
non-dominant hand and pressed the Home button (where the FSR is attached) with the thumb of
the dominant hand. The participant was allowed to press the Home button multiple times.
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Fig. 5.4: Participant holding the mockup phone with both hands during
experiment (left). A close-up view of the mockup prototype (right).

5.3.3 Stimuli
As previously mentioned in the Summary of Level Combination section, we generated a
total of 8 different signals for our study: D1-A1, D1-A2, D2-A1, D2-A2, D2-A3, D3-A1, D3-A2
and D3-A3.
5.3.4 Experiment Conditions
The participant took part in two experiments: Duration Test and Intensity Test. For
Duration Test, 45 total trials with roughly 15 trials of D1 (short), 15 trials of D2 (medium) and 15
trials of D3 (long) were generated, with a randomized intensity level for each trial. The participant
was asked to identify 3 levels of signal duration while ignoring the variations in the perceived
intensity. For Intensity Test, 45 total trials with roughly 15 trials of A1 (weak), 15 trials of A2
(medium) and 15 trials of A3 (strong) were generated, with a randomized duration level for each
trial. The participant was asked to identify 3 levels of signal intensity regardless of the signal
durations. The order of Duration Test and Intensity Test varied randomly. For participant 1 and
participant 3, Intensity Test was performed before Duration Test. For participant 2, Duration Test
was performed first.
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5.3.5 Procedure
The participant went through a familiarization stage until s/he was ready for the Duration
Test or the Intensity Test. Take the Duration Test as an example. The participant was asked to
focus only on the “duration” of the signal and ignore other aspects that may cause perceived
difference in sensation. Firstly, the experimenter presented signals randomly at each duration level
3 times. Afterward, the participant picked whichever duration level s/he wanted to feel, and the
experimenter would present that signal upon request. Lastly, experimenter randomly presented a
signal. The participant made a selection and was given feedback on the correctness of the answer.
The participant could repeat the training stages in any order until s/he felt ready for the main
experiment (Fig. 5.5).

Fig. 5.5: Participant (left) and experimenter (right).
A MATLAB GUI was designed to speed up the experiment process and record response
by the participant. However, the experiment procedure was still semi-automated at best because
we could not load the signals onto the mockup prototype directly using MATLAB, but instead
using the awinic software.
Once the experiment started (Duration Test in this case), both the participant and the
experimenter followed these steps strictly (Fig. 5.6 through Fig. 5.10). Then we repeat the same
steps by stressing the “intensity” aspect of the signal.
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Fig. 5.6: Step 1 – The experimenter seeing the signal number from MATLAB GUI and
manually loading the corresponding signal .cfg file onto the phone mockup using the awinic
software.

Fig. 5.7: Step 2 – The experimenter clicking the signal number on his/her view when signal file
is loaded to the mockup. The participant seeing the “Ready” sign.
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Fig. 5.8: Step 3 – Participant feeling the signal (left) and making a choice by pressing the
keyboard (middle). His/her choice reflected on the MATLAB GUI (right).

Fig. 5.9: Step 4 – Participant answering correctly (left). Participant answering incorrectly and
the correct answer revealed in green (right).
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Fig. 5.10: Step 5 – Trial number increasing by 1. Repeating step 1 through step 4 until 45 trails
are completed.

Results
In this section for each participant, we show the two confusion matrices, one for Intensity
Test and the other for Duration Test. We then calculated the information transfer (IT) for each
confusion matrix. Lastly, we calculated the channel capacity for each participant applying the
additivity law [24].
5.4.1 Participant 1
Table 5.2: Confusion Matrix for Intensity Test (IT = 0.7679 bits).
A1
A2
A3

R1
13
4
0

R2
2
9
3

R3
0
1
13

Table 5.3: Confusion Matrix for Duration Test (IT = 0.0976 bits).
D1
D2
D3

R1
7
4
3

R2
6
6
7

R3
1
5
6
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5.4.2 Participant 2
Table 5.4: Confusion Matrix for Intensity Test (IT = 1.3494 bits).
A1
A2
A3

R1
14
1
0

R2
1
14
0

R3
0
0
15

Table 5.5: Confusion Matrix for Duration Test (IT = 0.4790 bits).
D1
D2
D3

R1
7
4
3

R2
6
6
7

R3
1
5
6

5.4.3 Participant 3
Table 5.6: Confusion Matrix for Intensity Test (IT = 0.9747 bits).
A1
A2
A3

R1
13
3
0

R2
3
12
0

R3
0
1
13

Table 5.7: Confusion Matrix for Duration Test (IT = 0.6441 bits).
D1
D2
D3

R1
9
2
0

R2
6
13
5

R3
0
0
10

5.4.4 Channel Capacity Calculation
The Since Intensity Test and Duration Test were performed separately with roving
background, additivity law allows us to add up the ITs to obtain a total IT from the two confusion
matrices obtained for each participant. The governing equation for channel capacity is simply 2 to
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the power of total IT value. In this way, the channel capacities were calculated to be 1.82, 3.55 and
3.07, respectively, for the three participants.

Discussion and Conclusions
For all 3 participants, the IT for intensity is much higher than the IT for duration. The
experimenter also observed that all 3 participants spent more time during Duration Test than
Intensity Test.
Participant 1 has a much lower channel capacity score than the other two participants. The
very low IT for duration also shows that participant 1 could not identify the difference in duration.
Unlike the other two, participant 1 felt the signal only once for each trial. This could have
contributed to participant 1 performing more poorly than the other two participants.
Participant 2 and 3 have a channel capacity of roughly 3, meaning that they are capable of
identifying 3 distinct signals. However, a channel capacity of 3 is also not considered great, with
the maximum channel capacity to be 8. After the experiment, participant 2 stated that the duration
test was much harder because the influence of intensity was too big and hard to be separated. For
that reason, s/he tried different ways of pressing the Home button, such as holding down the button
and releasing it carefully to separate key-down and key-up, in order to achieve a higher percentcorrect rate. This tactic, however, should not be encouraged in the future because it is not a natural
way of interacting with the Home button on a cellphone. On the other hand, participant 3 tried to
come up with his/her own criteria for “duration” and discovered that the “short” duration level
allowed him to press faster.
We then ran the study on another participant with a few modifications to the procedure. We
asked the participant to press on the mockup prototype as normally as s/he would on a cellphone.
S/he was asked to identify signals in terms of previously determined perceptual dimensions
shallow-deep and rough-smooth, instead of “duration” and “intensity” levels. We tweaked the
familiarization stage slightly to enhance the effectiveness of training, such as presenting signals
with fixed background first, then with roved background second. Lastly, we reduced the duration
levels from 3 to 2 because previous experiments had shown that the range for duration was too
small for the participants to tell 3 levels apart.
In this additional experiment, we reduced the level of duration from 3 to 2, and had a total
of 5 alternatives with the exception of “short duration – high intensity”. The information transfer
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calculated for this participant is 1.8 which is slightly lower than participant 2. However, this
information transfer is still relatively low, with its corresponding channel capacity to be less than
4.
Table 5.8: Confusion Matrix for Intensity Test (IT = 1.2676 bits).
R1
13
2
0

A1
A2
A3

R2
0
14
0

R3
0
1
15

Table 5.9: Confusion Matrix for Duration Test (IT = 0.5310 bits).
D1
D2

R1
9
1

R2
1
9

From the results of this participants, we noticed that the combination of D1-A2 (low
duration - medium intensity) and D2-A1 (high duration - low intensity) were confusing. From here
on, another challenge we face could be how to make sense of these different virtual key-click
sensations. Although the experiment was set up in a way for participants to identify the stimulus
set in terms of shallow-deep and rough-smooth, they often came up with own criteria in describing
them. They had a hard time understanding what shallow-deep meant or what rough-smooth meant
with respect to virtual key-clicks, which begs for improvement in realistic virtual key-click
simulations.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Three phases have been accomplished in this work in finding the right way to analyze, design and
evaluate haptic key-click effects for simulating virtual key-click effects on zero-travel surfaces.
In phase 1, we studied in what dimensions people perceive pressing a key in general,
referred to as manual key-click. We included a total of 23 different sample buttons and keys in our
stimulus set for user study. Then we applied multidimensional (MDS) methodology to our
experiment design and data analysis. After analyzing the results from 12 participants, we
discovered two approximately orthogonal perceptual dimensions associated with key-click
represented by antonym pairs, namely shallow-deep and rough-smooth.
In phase 2, we built a physical database of the 23 stimuli in discovering the important
physical parameters correlated with the two previously found perceptual dimensions. A force
profile and an acceleration profile were recorded for each stimulus. Each stimulus also had a
perceptual score in the shallow-deep dimension and the rough-smooth dimension, obtained by
projecting the data points on the corresponding dimension on a two-dimensional solution. We then
analyzed the correlations between the values of physical parameters and the perceptual scores. In
the end we found that both actuation force and key-click duration are linearly correlated with the
shallow-deep dimension, and peak acceleration is linearly correlated with the rough-smooth
dimension.
In phase 3, we manipulated the three important physical parameters – actuation force,
duration and peak acceleration – to construct different signal profiles. The various virtual key click
sensations were showcased on a cellphone mockup prototype. Due to hardware and software
limitations, we were unable to manipulate actuation force effectively by altering the force sensor
threshold on the mockup. We did, however, manage to design three different levels with respect
to each of the other two parameters, in terms of duration and intensity. Eight total level
combinations were chosen for absolute identification experiment with the exception of “short
duration – high intensity”. We evaluated the results from 3 participants based on information
transfer and found that roughly 3 distinctive virtual key-click sensations could be clearly identified.
With a modified procedure, we conducted the experiment on an additional participant and achieved
a slightly higher information transfer result.
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We aimed to specify quantitative, engineering requirements for designing distinctive keyclick feedback and to develop methodology for the design and evaluation of such effects. We
achieved this goal with a systematic approach of the aforementioned three phases in sequence. We
believe this is a systematic approach because studying perceptual dimensionality of real key clicks
provides guidelines in designing virtual key-click haptic feedback, and in return the effects of the
design can be validated by psychophysical studies.
This approach can also be applied to other applications such as texture rendering. Hassen
et al. [42] built a haptic texture library using 84 real life textured surfaces, using a tablet to
demonstrate the relationship between perceived haptic texture and its real counterpart. At the
Haptics Symposium 2018, I had the opportunity to talk to Hassen et al. personally regarding their
research. He mentioned that they also explored the perceptual dimensionality of texture first using
multidimensional scaling (MDS) and found that the two approximately orthogonal dimensions
associated with texture are hard-soft and rough-smooth. Since MDS solutions are rotation and
displacement invariant, their 2-D plot is rotated until rough-smooth represents the horizontal axis
(dimension 1) and hard-soft represents the vertical axis (dimension 2). After correlation studies,
the 2 perceptual dimensions were quantified with controllable parameters. Therefore, this new
quantified 2-D perceptual plot allows us to create any haptic texture in terms of hardness and
roughness, bounded by the features of real life texture surfaces. It means that, not only the
originally selected sample texture, but also the previously unknown texture between samples, can
be created using this device. A stylus pen was required to gently scrape the touchscreen of the
tablet in order to feel the synthesized haptic texture. As I sat down and tried it myself, I was able
to tell the difference between “rough” and “smooth” relatively easily, as well as a certain resolution
of change along that perceptual dimension. Hard-soft perception was a little more challenging to
grasp for me. Furthermore, I was unable to judge how realistic the haptic texture simulation was
without comparison to real life texture surfaces. According to their previous study, an accuracy of
71.4% was achieved.
It appears that there is room for improvement in simulating realistic haptic feedback more
effectively. In our endeavor to simulate key clicks, three distinct sensations can be clearly
identified. The information transfer for this channel capacity number was less than 2 bits, which
was lower than what we would expect (e.g., at least 3 bits if two levels per parameter were used to
simulate key clicks). It also appeared to be much lower compared to some other two-dimensional
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absolute identification experiments such as study by Rabinowitz et al. [23] who were able to obtain
an information transfer of almost 3 bits. They used pure sinusoidal signals for their vibrotactile
actuators and the controllable parameters were intensity, frequency and contact area. Participants
in the 3-dimensional experiment of Chen et al. [28] were able to identify 5 to 6 alternatives of the
total 7 signals. They also used pure sinusoidal signals for their vibrotactile actuators and the
controllable parameters were intensity, frequency and number of cycles.
On the other hand, the design space was much limited in our study. The two controllable
parameters were intensity and duration. First, vibration intensity was limited by the driving voltage
by the prototype. The driving voltage for the actuator used in a mobile device for tactile feedback
is usually limited because a higher voltage 1) increases power consumptions and 2) causes a large
displacement of the actuator which could make undesirable contact with the phone case. Our
prototype was able to generate a maximum intensity of roughly 21 dB Sensation Level (i.e., 21 dB
above human detection threshold). Secondly, the range of signal duration was also limited. Instead
of a pure sinusoidal signal, the driving signal and the output signal resemble a short transient signal.
According to studies by AAC technologies, the maximum duration should not exceed 20 ms in
order to simulate a crisp, non-ringing key-click. In addition, the minimum duration that could be
achieved by the apparatus we had was around 7 ms or 8 ms. Within such a small duration, it was
difficult to select enough identifiable levels. Given the limited signal intensity range and the very
limited duration range that the test apparatus was able to achieve, we consider it satisfactory that
3 distinct keyclick signals could be created and demonstrated.
Actuation force was also a contributor to perceptual difference in the shallow-deep
dimension. However as mentioned in Chapter 5, we were unable to control this parameter due to
the limitation on the prototype. If we could somehow manipulate this parameter, we may be able
to apply redundant coding method to design more identifiable duration level. In other words, large
actuation force paired with short duration can make the key-click feel even shallower, and small
actuation force paired with long duration can make the key-click feel deeper. After all, the
importance of force sensing on haptic key-click feedback has been widely accepted. Also during
the Haptics Symposium 2018, I noticed the utilization of force feedback permeating Apple’s
virtual key-click applications on phones and trackpads. When I talked to one of the design
engineers, I learned that a lot of effort was spent on finely controlling the tactile output according
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to the force input. If we could introduce force input to our prototype, it is reasonable to expect an
increase in information transfer as well.
Overall, this thesis research demonstrated that a human-centered psychophysical approach
to modeling manual key-click sensations is a systematic way to obtaining quantitative engineering
design specifications for simulating key clicks on flat surfaces.
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A. TOOL PRESS KEY-CLICK SYSTEM DESIGN

We initially developed an artificial finger prototype using a linear solenoid actuator
controlled by Arduino (shown in Fig. A.1: Initial design scheme. Abandoned for difficulty of
precision control. Recommend linear actuation control. and Fig. A.2) because we wanted to collect
consistent force and acceleration measurement for building the physical data base mentioned in
Chapter 4. This design scheme was abandoned during our testing stage because our prototype was
not versatile enough to actuate all 23 stimuli and it was difficult to simulate the actuate finger
pressing motion due to its relatively poor precision control.
A finely designed automated linear actuator with force feedback usually costs thousands
to tens of thousands, thus did not fit our design specification and budget. It is difficult to achieve
fine force control during the down stroke from the current version of solenoid in spite of the two
modifications we made. Nonetheless, such a design scheme can serve as a blueprint for designing
simple automated finger-pressing mechanism. The rest of this appendix A shows details of the
design.

Fig. A.1: Initial design scheme. Abandoned for difficulty of precision control. Recommend
linear actuation control.
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Fig. A.2: Tool press method actuation and measurement system setup.

For the tool press method, we modified the solenoid actuator in two aspects:
•

The new version of Arduino code has a timer controlled PWM output, which is supposed
produce varying force during the downward motion. In doing so we hope to achieve a more
gentle poking motion. However, experiments shows that this software upgrade does not
lead to a noticeable better performance, with the actuation still feeling somewhat “abrupt”.

•

The original silicon rubber soft tip has been replaced with Micro-Knit Stylus Tip (shown
in Fig. C.1). The modification makes to tool more versatile as it can now actuate both a
physical button and a virtual button.

It is difficult to achieve fine force control during the down stroke from the current version
of solenoid in spite of the two modifications we made. Thus, tool performance varies drastically
depending the type of buttons/keys tested. Best performances were achieved mostly on keyboard
keys.
We were not able to obtain reasonable experiment data from stiff button with less travel
such as the phones buttons and buttons from Lingxiang Electronics. These buttons require a lot
more initial pressing force to activate, and the maximum force does not occur initially on the
solenoid actuator. We are confident that we have maximized the potential of the current tool design.
To improve the tool press method, a complete design change is needed. If budget allows to
purchase

a

commercial

product,

we

recommend

the

SynTouch

System
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(https://www.syntouchinc.com/) or a Mark-10 Modular Motorized Push / Pull Test Stand
(https://www.coleparmer.com/p/mark-10-modular-motorized-push-pull-test-stand/66337).
A DIY motorized pressing system can also be design for a much lower price. Designing it
around a linear actuator is highly recommended. The key is to have the designed tool be able to
generate sufficient, controllable and consistent pressing force. The same finger-mimicking adapter
tip can be incorporated into the design.
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B. PERCEPTUAL SCORES VS. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

This appendix includes two tables of raw data we used for correlation studies between
perceptual scores and physical parameters. Table B.1 is for investigation in the shallow-deep
dimension and Table B.2 is for investigation in the rough-smooth dimension.

Table B.1: Raw Data – Investigating Physical Parameters in the Shallow-Deep Dimension.
Peak Acceleration (g)

Duration (ms)

Sample

Perceptual
Score

Key Down

Key Up

Key Down

# 21

-1.2968

24.28

23.3

6.87

# 16

-1.2544

3.375

1.024

# 17

-1.1893

14.51

# 22

-1.1830

2.715

# 18

-1.0934

# 19

-1.0274

# 20

-0.8696

#1

-0.6990

# 11

Frequency (Hz)

Key Up

Actuation
Force (N)

Key Down

Key Up

8.5

2.402

952

393

6.13

5.57

1.855

480

380

19.97

5.16

6.84

1.586

629

388

2.584

6.17

7.74

1.988

318

259

13.9

16.88

14.42

13.73

1.111

339

300

9.487

10.62

11.68

11.56

1.516

471

334

13.43

8.559

10.58

13.41

1.608

1084

208

42.08

14.73

12.81

18.78

1.31

508

550

-0.5498

36.92

8.926

13.36

20.97

1.514

519

539

#2

-0.4728

39.07

17.66

12.58

16.59

1.979

567

506

#8

-0.4644

82.49

17.87

12.91

19.91

1.358

954

378

#9

-0.2097

49.48

15.32

12.35

20.28

1.06

606

213

# 10

-0.1291

46.08

12.84

11.89

27.42

0.971

855

219

#7

-0.0084

43.25

11.27

13

17.41

1.269

1099

383

# 23

0.1306

5.427

3.859

18.87

34.1

0.192

256

93

#6

1.1842

14.36

2.55

20.27

31.09

0.441

321

193

# 12

1.2101

9.036

11.63

21.38

29.86

0.588

337

217

# 15

1.2481

16.48

5.955

25.97

27.88

0.637

321

207

#5

1.2824

18.23

4.034

25.21

24.36

0.441

314

219

#3

1.3426

27.09

8.33

29.24

29.89

0.539

417

206

#4

1.3426

15.95

8.095

26.73

23.5

0.784

357

246

# 13

1.3538

31.57

3.422

26.77

30.76

0.784

338

200

# 14

1.3538

35.71

11.41

20.64

25.3

0.49

343

288
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Table B.2: Raw Data – Investigating Physical Parameters in the Rough-Smooth Dimension.
Peak Acceleration (g)

Duration (ms)

Frequency (Hz)

Sample

Perceptual
Score

Key Down

Key Up

Key Down

Key Up

Actuation
Force (N)

Key Down

Key Up

#2

-0.2945

39.07

17.66

12.58

16.59

1.979

567

506

#8

-0.2939

82.49

17.87

12.91

19.91

1.358

954

378

# 11

-0.2868

36.92

8.926

13.36

20.97

1.514

519

539

#7

-0.2582

43.25

11.27

13

17.41

1.269

1099

383

# 10

-0.2404

46.08

12.84

11.89

27.42

0.971

855

219

#1

-0.2206

42.08

14.73

12.81

18.78

1.31

508

550

#9

-0.2064

49.48

15.32

12.35

20.28

1.06

606

213

# 20

-0.1587

13.43

8.559

10.58

13.41

1.608

1084

208

# 17

-0.0066

14.51

19.97

5.16

6.84

1.586

629

388

# 13

0.0265

31.57

3.422

26.77

30.76

0.784

338

200

# 14

0.0265

35.71

11.41

20.64

25.3

0.49

343

288

#3

0.0337

27.09

8.33

29.24

29.89

0.539

417

206

#4

0.0337

15.95

8.095

26.73

23.5

0.784

357

246

# 21

0.0626

24.28

23.3

6.87

8.5

2.402

952

393

#5

0.0665

18.23

4.034

25.21

24.36

0.441

314

219

# 15

0.0826

16.48

5.955

25.97

27.88

0.637

321

207

# 12

0.1010

9.036

11.63

21.38

29.86

0.588

337

217

#6

0.1178

14.36

2.55

20.27

31.09

0.441

321

193

# 22

0.1930

2.715

2.584

6.17

7.74

1.988

318

259

# 16

0.2090

3.375

1.024

6.13

5.57

1.855

480

380

# 18

0.3030

13.9

16.88

14.42

13.73

1.111

339

300

# 19

0.3264

9.487

10.62

11.68

11.56

1.516

471

334

# 23

0.3891

5.427

3.859

18.87

34.1

0.192

256
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C. KEY-CLICK PROFILES

In this appendix, we include all the key-click profiles of the 23 samples, as well as the measurement setup we used to
obtain these profiles.
•

In terms of testing platform:
o Buttons on iPhone models will be tested on three distinct platforms: firm surface, silicon rubber bed and human hand.
o Sample keys from Keyboard models will be tested solely on firm surface because this is how they are commonly used.

•

In terms of actuation method:
o We opt to use both the finger press method and the tool press method (data to be uploaded to shared folder).
o For the finger press method, we vary the speed of pressing to be slow, normal and fast, defined as below:
▪

Slow (S): intentional prolonged pressing, key-down and releasing process, though releasing is harder to control

▪

Normal (N): the normal press speed of a certain key/button (subjective)

▪

Fast (F): quick press and quick release

o For the tool press method, we modified the solenoid actuator in two aspects:
▪

The new version of Arduino code has a timer controlled PWM output, which is supposed produce varying force
during the downward motion. In doing so we hope to achieve a more gentle poking motion. However,
experiments shows that this software upgrade does not lead to a noticeable better performance, with the
actuation still feeling somewhat “abrupt”.

▪

The original silicon rubber soft tip has been replaced with Micro-Knit Stylus Tip (Figure 1a&b). The
modification makes to tool more versatile as it can now actuate both a physical button and a virtual button.
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Fig. C.1: Stylus.

•

Fig. C.2: Stylus tip mounted on a 3-D printed
fixture.

In terms of data acquisition:
o We will record several cycles for each key-click.
o For physical buttons and keys, we record force measurements and acceleration measurements in the z-axis (the
direction in which the button/key travels).
o For virtual buttons and click sensations (iPhone7 Home button & 3D Touch, MacBook 12-inch Trackpad), we record
force measurements and acceleration measurements in the z-axis as well as in the y-axis (the direction in which the
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taptic engine vibrate).

Table C.1: Summary of key selection.
Model
iPhone 7
iPhone 6
iPhone 4s
MacBook/MacBook Pro
Surface Pro Type Cover

Max Keyboard

Lingxiang Electronics

Key
Home
Power/Volume
Home
Home
Volume
Power
Trackpad
“Shift” Key
Trackpad
“Shift” Key
Red
Black
Blue
Brown
Green
Grey
Clear
White
#48 Small Red
#60 Small Green
#71 Small Yellow
#91 Large Thin Blue
#94 Large Blue
#95 Large Black
#96 Large Yellow
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Table C.2: Home Button in two different setups.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

Setup
1

Setup
2
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Table C.3: iPhone 7 Setup 1 Measurement (black trace indicating lateral acceleration in g).
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.4: iPhone 7 Setup 2 Measurement (black trace indicating lateral acceleration in g).
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Firm surface test platform is not used because shape volume/power buttons are on both left and right side of iPhone 7. More
than one button would be actuated simultaneous so that this is not a commonly used position.

Table C.5: iPhone 7 Volume Button Setup.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand
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Table C.6: iPhone 7 volume button measurement.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.7: iPhone 6 Home Button Setup.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand
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Table C.8: iPhone 6 Home Button Measurement.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.9: iPhone 4 Home Button Setup.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand
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Table C.10: iPhone 4 Home Button Measurements.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.11: iPhone 4 Volume Button Setup.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand
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Table C.12: iPhone 4 Volume Button Measurements.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.13: iPhone 4 Power Button Setup.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand
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Table C.14: iPhone 4 Power Button Measurements.
Firm Surface

Silicon Rubber Bed

Human Hand

S

N

F
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Table C.15: Trackpad and “Shift” Key Setup.
Trackpad (Solid-State)

“Shift” Key
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Table C.16: Trackpad and “Shift” Key Measurements.
Trackpad

“Shift” Key

S

N

F
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Table C.17: Trackpad and “Shift” Key Setup.
Trackpad

“Shift” Key
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Table C.18: Trackpad and “Shift” Key Measurement.
Trackpad

“Shift” Key

S

N

F
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Table C.19: Cherry MX Keyboard Key Setup.

•

Data plots are organized in 3 groups representing 3 Switch Types:
o Linear (Red, Black)
o Tactile (Brown, Clear, Grey)
o Tactile & Clicky (Blue, White, Green)
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Table C.20: Cherry MX Keyboard Key Specification.
Switch Type

Actuation
Force

MX Red

Linear

45g

Smooth, no tactile bump. The Cherry MX Red is a lighter variant of the Cherry MX Black linear
switch.

Cherry MX
Black

Linear

60g

Smooth, no tactile bump, The Cherry MX Black is a stiffer variant of the Cherry MX Red linear
switch.

Cherry MX
Blue

Tactile &
Clicky

50g

Tactile and clicky switch. You can feel the tactile bump and hear the "click" that occurs when the
activation point is hit.

Cherry MX
Brown

Tactile

45g

Softer and lighter tactile bump, no click. The tactile point is much less pronounced.

Cherry MX
Green

Tactile &
Clicky

80g

Firm tactile and clicky switch. You can feel the tactile bump and hear the "firm click" that occurs
when the activation point is hit.

Cherry MX
Grey

Tactile

80g

Firm tactile bump, no click. The tactile point is much pronounced.

Cherry MX
Clear

Tactile

55g

Tactile bump, no click. The tactile point is much pronounced.

Cherry MX
White

Tactile &
Clicky

65g

Tactile and lighter click switch. You can feel the tactile bump and hear the "soft click" that occurs
when the activation point is hit.

Model

Cherry

Characteristics
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Table C.21: Cherry MX Keyboard – Linear Key Measurement.
Red

Black

S

N

F
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Table C.22: Cherry MX Keyboard – Tactile Key Measurement.
Brown

Clear

Grey

S

N

F
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Table C.23: Cherry MX Keyboard – Tactile & Clicky Key Measurement.
Blue

White

Green

S

Defected button, unable to perform slow
press without button getting stuck during the
process

N

F
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Table C.24: Sample Lingxiang Electronics Buttons / Tactile Switches.

•
•
•

We picked a few of them suitable for experiment.
Selected buttons also represents a variety of characteristics.
They are named as #48 Small Red, #60 Small Green, #71 Small Yellow, #91 Large Thin Blue, #94 Large Blue, #95 Large
Black, #96 Large Yellow, respectively.
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Table C.25: Selected Lingxiang Electronics Buttons.
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Table C.26: Lingxiang Electronics Buttons Measurement #48, #60.
#48 Small Red

#60 Small Green

S

N

F
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Table C.27: Lingxiang Electronics Buttons Measurement #71, #91.
#71 Small Yellow

#91 Large Thin Blue

S

N

F
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Table C.28: Lingxiang Electronics Buttons Measurement #94, #95, #96.
#94 Large Blue

#95 Large Black

#96 Large Yellow

S

N

F
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